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HURTADO Furniture Set to Debut Stunning & Chic
BOND Collection at Fall HPM 2021
Los Angeles- Sept 1, 2021 - For over 81 years, Hurtado Furniture has distinguished itself as a
high-quality furniture brand devoted to tradition and attention to detail. This Fall, Hurtado is set to debut
their new BOND Collection during High Point Market. The new BOND Collection will include bedroom
and occasional pieces, which will be offered in all finishes from evolution, all metals and marble top
options. The Bond Collection will feature geometric shapes and irregular plates in the designs to become
the signature style. Despite the delays many manufacturers are experiencing, production and shipping for
the Bond Collection will not be affected. Hurtado’s lead time for shipping is about 90 days from High
Point. The latest BOND Collection can be viewed during market from October 16-20, 2021, in showroom
208 W. English Road, NC 27262.

Bring comfort and luxury to your home with The Bond Bed
BOKP01. The bed features an interlaced metal base and is
upholstered in Hurtado’s premium fabric on the base of the
frame and headboard. As part of the Evolution collection, the
Bond Bed is available in different sizes and finishes.

The Bond Bed BOKP01

The Bond Mirror’s BO4030 gold accents and geometric design compliments
the bed and creates a statement.

Bond Mirror BO4030

Add a touch of refinement to any space with The Bond Occasional Table
AX0015. This table features a wooden top and a crisscrossing
stainless-steel base, this table carries a unique combination of luxury and
modern design. The Bond Occasional Table is available in marble and
glass top options, and all types of finishes with your choice of metal
accents.

Bond Occasional Table AX0015

Featuring a wooden top, sets of irregular plates in the front, and brass
accents on its feet, the Bond Bedside Table BO4001-1 effortlessly
blends into a well-designed bedroom. The bedside table has a drawer
option for additional storage and functionality. All evolution finishes
and metal options are available.

Bond Bedside Table BO4001-1

The Bond Chest BO4006-1 places a great emphasis on geometric shapes
and provides space with opulence and style. This HURTADO design
features three drawers for maximum use, complemented by the finest
wooden top and a brass metal finish.

Bond Chest- BO4006-1

The Bond Double Dresser BO4007-1 highlights Hurtado’s exquisite
craftsmanship with its form and elegant design. The dresser features six
drawers. Pictured in matte brown maple, brass accents and a wooden top.
The Bond Double Dresser is available in different finishes with your
choice of metal accents.

Bond Double Dresser- BO4007-1
###
ABOUT HURTADO:
Founded in 1940 in Spain, HURTADO’s beginnings consisted of making altar pieces from marble and
wood in South America, Central America and Spain. HURTADO is one of Spain’s leading manufacturers
of upscale and European-style furniture with a presence in more than 50 countries including the United
States and India as well as countries in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and South America. HURTADO
also has an office, showroom, and distribution center in High Point, North Carolina. HURTADO is now a
third-generation company that has grown into an internationally renowned furniture producer at high-end
furniture by preserving the hallmarks and traditions of the HURTADO brand. For more information,
please visit the official website: www.hurtadofurniture.com

